By far the most terrifying film you will ever see.
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY / DSM
“Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results”

Albert Einstein
Machine Age / E-World

Machine Age
- Tangible, Visible
- Measurable
- Controllable
- Bits
- See and understand
- People = Separate/Cogs
- Skills & competencies
- Psyche irrelevant
- Mechanistic

E-World
- Invisible & Intangible
- Difficult to measure
- Ever evolving
- Complex, messy
- Quantum Physics
- Relationship is everything
- People integral
- Psyche central
- Organic

Both And
Connectivity

- Critical to transformational change
  - to self
  - to colleagues
  - to customers
Transformation

- Conversion of matter from one form to another
  - Water turning into steam
  - Caterpillar transforming into a butterfly
- Same material, different state
- Calls for energy/effort/struggle
- Takes time